Ah, Ziqing! In knowing others, we most value knowing one another's hearts and minds. 嗟乎子卿！人之相知，貴相知心。 1
epistolary etiquette. Since his emotional ties with those people did not change, he implies, he had no need to alter his customary style in writing them. Liu Yuxi's anxiety was focused on the proprieties for addressing those outside his close circle, and therefore, his brief remarks tell us little about the stylistic or rhetorical expectations of letters sent to friends and colleagues in the mid-Tang period, or the influence of the style of those more familiar letters on epistolary practices more broadly considered. The collections of mid-Tang writers contain many more letters, and many more "collegial" letters (which I define below), than the collections of individual writers either before the An Lushan Rebellion (755-63) or from the last few decades of the dynasty, a period for which letters in general are relatively scarce. Some of the largest individual collections from the entire dynasty date from the mid-Tang, including those of Bai Juyi 白居易 (772-846), Han Yu 韓愈 (768-824), Liu Zongyuan 柳宗元 (773-819), Yuan Zhen 元稹 (779-831), and Liu Yuxi, and letters are wellrepresented in those collections, particularly those of Han Yu and Liu Zongyuan. With respect to their role in culture, letters became an important venue for mid-Tang intellectual and literary debate, and for many ninth-century political exiles (which includes all of the major mid-Tang writers at one moment or another), letters were sometimes the only means by which they could conduct those debates. Moreover, evidence found within mid-Tang letters suggest that shu 書 (letters) of various sorts, along with a greater variety of prose genres, were becoming more prominently featured in the literary portfolios men used to seek patrons and forge reputations.4
Most extant mid-Tang letters are, like most extant letters from before the era of printing, both formal and political, concerned with an individual's career and official duties. But we also find in mid-Tang corpora more letters sent to colleagues and friends alongside the many letters sent to patrons and political superiors. The prominent presence of letters in certain mid-Tang collections and the discussions of letter exchanges found within the texts themselves reveal that mid-Tang literati circulated their letters, even ones addressed to individual colleagues or friends, within their circles and beyond them, deploying them as proof of their literary talents and intellectual interests. Letters to colleagues and friends were also critical social tools for negotiating delicate
